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ROBIN HOOD:  NAUGHT IN NOTTINGHAM

By JACOB DORN and PATRICK RAINVILLE DORN

CAST OF CHARACTERS
(In Order of Appearance)

# of Lines

LAUREL ..............................Nottingham villager 14
FERN ..................................another 15
MYRTLE ..............................another 13
GRANNY SMITH ...................another 7
ROBIN HOOD ......................a girl. Get over it. 69
SCARLET O’HARA ................merry maid 11
FRIAR TUCK ........................another Merry Person; 22 

a mirthful monk
MUCH MILLER.....................another; a farmer turned outlaw 12
LITTLE JOHN .......................another; a gentle giant 21
ALLEN-A-DALE .....................another; a medieval rock star 13
EMERALD GREENE ..............Nottingham villager; has a green 10 

thumb
OLIVE GREENE ....................another 10
KELLY GREENE ....................another 8
SHERIFF OF NOTTINGHAM ....hates his job, likes the people 31
PRINCE JOHN ......................vain, wicked, and pompous 51 

coward
GAL OF GISBOURNE ............a haughty female warrior 29
MAID MARIAN .....................not your average maid 28
NURSE BETTY .....................her opinionated companion 14
GUARD ONE ........................not good at following orders 6
GUARD TWO........................even worse 6
MERCHANT .........................rich merchant; won’t stop to 7 

ask for directions
WIFE ..................................nagging merchant’s wife 7
OLD MAN ............................villager who makes a 3 

miraculous recovery
KING RICHARD ....................rightful king 5
EXTRAS ..............................as desired for additional Merry Persons, 

villagers, attendants, etc.
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SETTING
Time:  In the legendary, swashbuckling age of yore, sort of.

Place:  England.

A single set represents Sherwood Forest, Nottingham, and the Castle 
simultaneously. Sherwood Forest is STAGE RIGHT with a forest 
backdrop or a few cut-out trees UP RIGHT and a tree stump DOWN 
RIGHT. Nottingham village is UP CENTER with additional trees, bushes, 
a bench, and a flat depicting a cluster of thatch-roofed huts and 
perhaps a cow. STAGE LEFT is the castle, featuring banners and a flat 
representing stone walls. There is a throne on a slightly raised dais 
and a bench further DOWN LEFT. Each area has a place for exits and 
entrances, one STAGE RIGHT, one UP CENTER, and one STAGE LEFT.

See set design on page 18.
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ROBIN HOOD:  NAUGHT IN NOTTINGHAM

Scene One
AT RISE:  LAUREL and FERN ENTER UP CENTER and cross toward the 
forest.
LAUREL:  What a time of woe we live in!
FERN:  You’re telling me.
LAUREL:  That terrible Sheriff is taxing more than I make.
FERN:  Is that gross income or net?
MYRTLE:  (ENTERS UP CENTER with GRANNY.) Something has to be 

done. Right, Granny?
GRANNY:  Eh?
MYRTLE:  (Louder.) I said, something has to be done!
GRANNY:  (Not hearing.) No, I’m too old to run, but something has to 

be done!
MYRTLE:  Has anyone seen Robin Hood?
LAUREL:  She would know what to do.
FERN:  I’m so poor I’m eating ramen noodles for every meal.
MYRTLE:  I’m so poor I have to live with Granny Smith.
GRANNY:  (Gestures to MYRTLE.) She’s so poor she has to live with 

me.
FERN:  That is poor. (SOUND EFFECT:  HUNTING HORNS.)
ROBIN:  (ENTERS RIGHT, riding on a skateboard. Hops off, scoots it OFF 

RIGHT, poses.) That’s a call for a hero if I ever heard one.
GRANNY:  It’s Robin Hood!
FERN:  I thought she’d be taller.
SCARLET:  (ENTERS RIGHT with FRIAR TUCK and MUCH MILLER 

following single file. SCARLET stops, causing a chain reaction 
collision.) Show-off!

ROBIN:  I can’t help it if I am so very cool.
GRANNY:  (Fist bumps ROBIN.) Righteous!
ROBIN:  Thank you, Granny. Now tell me, friends, what’s all the hubbub?
LAUREL:  Sheriff Barry of Nottingham is taxing all our money away.
FERN:  And giving it to greedy Prince John.
LAUREL:  We miss King Richard.
FERN:  And having money.
MYRTLE:  I can’t even afford to do laundry. (FERN sniffs her and moves 

a few steps away.)
FRIAR TUCK:  Sounds like a pickle, eh, Robin?
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GRANNY:  Who brought pickles? I could go for a pickle.
MUCH MILLER:  Think we can help them, Robin?
ROBIN:  Of course we can help them! What kind of a hero would I be 

otherwise?
ALL:  Huzzah!
ROBIN:  My Merry Persons and I—but mostly I— will put Prince John 

and his sheriff in their places.
ALL:  Huzzah!
ROBIN:  (To LAUREL, FERN, MYRTLE, and GRANNY.) In the meantime, 

would you all like to live in the woods with us?
LAUREL/FERN/MYRTLE:  Sure would!
ROBIN:  (To AUDIENCE.) And that’s how the forest got its name.
ALL:  (Except GRANNY.) Sherwood Forest! (ALL act like they just “got it.”)
GRANNY:  Sure would! (LIGHTS FADE to BLACK.)

End of Scene One

Scene Two
LIGHTS UP on Sherwood Forest. LITTLE JOHN sits on the tree stump 
with his quarter staff lying nearby. SCARLET ENTERS RIGHT, followed 
ON by MUCH MILLER, FRIAR TUCK, and ROBIN.
FRIAR TUCK:  Just over this way, Robin.
ROBIN:  A giant, you say?
SCARLET:  Humongous!
ROBIN:  Shrek the Ogre?
MUCH MILLER:  No.
ROBIN:  The Incredible Hulk?
FRIAR TUCK:  We never said he was green.
ROBIN:  Maybe I should just see him for myself.
FRIAR TUCK:  That’s what we were trying to tell you! (ROBIN marches 

to LITTLE JOHN.)
SCARLET:  (Calls OFF RIGHT.) Hey, everybody. You gotta see this! (EXITS 

RIGHT.)
ROBIN:  (To LITTLE JOHN.) You don’t look like a giant to me.
LITTLE JOHN:  Leave me alone. Can’t a guy get a little privacy?
ROBIN:  You’re scaring the woodland creatures.
LITTLE JOHN:  No, I’m not.
ROBIN:  Okay, fine, you’re scaring my Merry Persons. (SCARLET ENTERS 

RIGHT with ALLEN-A-DALE, FERN, LAUREL, MYRTLE, and GRANNY.)
LITTLE JOHN:  I’m not hurting anyone. Don’t make me angry. You 

wouldn’t like me when I’m angry.
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ROBIN:  Listen, you big oaf, stand up when you talk to me. (Leans way 
back as LITTLE JOHN stands, emphasizing the height difference. 
To OTHERS.) Wow, you weren’t kidding about that giant thing. (To 
LITTLE JOHN.) I’m Robin. Nice to meet you.

LITTLE JOHN:  I’m cranky. Go away. (Sits.)
ROBIN:  (Starts to leave, but OTHERS shoo her back.) The people of 

Sherwood are all about community. All for one and one for all and 
all that jazz.

LITTLE JOHN:  What do I have to do to get you to leave me alone? Bonk 
you on the head with a stick?

FRIAR TUCK:  I’d like to see you try!
ROBIN:  (Looks scared.) Gee, thanks, Friar Tuck.
ALLEN-A-DALE:  Robin Hood is the greatest warrior in all of Sherwood.
OTHERS:  Yeah!
ROBIN:  Guys, stop.
SCARLET:  She’ll knock you down to size!
ROBIN:  Seriously, guys, do you see how big he is?
MUCH MILLER:  He doesn’t stand a chance!
LITTLE JOHN:  (Stands again.) Okay, that’s it. It’s on!
ROBIN:  Gulp. All right, then. I guess I’ll have to teach this ruffian a 

lesson.
LITTLE JOHN:  Who’re you calling a Russian?
ROBIN:  I don’t know your name.
LITTLE JOHN:  John Little.
ROBIN:  Well, Little John, let’s get this over with. (MUCH MILLER hands 

her a quarter staff, which is clearly a pool noodle covered in brown 
duct tape. ROBIN looks at the AUDIENCE and shrugs.)

LITTLE JOHN:  Very well. (Grabs his quarter staff, which is also a pool 
noodle wrapped with duct tape. He stretches and poses.) There can 
be only one! (They face off. ROBIN executes a spectacular series 
of moves, involving martial arts kicks, spins, feints, and stabs, but 
keeps her distance from LITTLE JOHN, who watches as the OTHERS 
cheer, then reaches out with his noodle and bonks ROBIN once on 
top of her head. SOUND EFFECT:  BIRDS TWEETING. ROBIN staggers 
back and falls.)

SCARLET:  (Catches her, lowers her to the floor.) I got ya, Robin. (MUCH 
MILLER fans her face.)

FERN:  He conked her noggin!
MUCH MILLER:  (Rolls up her sleeves.) We’ll teach this bully a thing or 

two! (OTHERS join her. Things are about to get ugly.)
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ROBIN:  Wait! (FRIAR TUCK helps her up.) That was amazing! (Bows to 
LITTLE JOHN.) Nobody has ever clocked me like that before. You 
would make a worthy addition to my band of merry persons. What 
is your heart’s desire? Name it. I’ll give you anything you want.

LITTLE JOHN:  How about a little peace and quiet?
ROBIN:  Except that. (OTHERS laugh.) Tell you what. We’ll leave you 

alone for now, and when you’re finished with your chill time, look 
us up.

LITTLE JOHN:  I’ll think about it. (Sits on the stump. LIGHTS FADE to 
BLACK.)

End of Scene Two

Scene Three
LIGHTS UP on Nottingham. EMERALD, OLIVE, and KELLY ENTER UP 
CENTER, sweeping with an odd assortment of brooms.
EMERALD:  I’ve had just about enough sweeping.
OLIVE:  Quiet, Emerald. Do you want your daily tuppence or not?
KELLY:  But, really, what’s the point, Olive? Old Sheriff Barry of 

Nottingham will just tax it away.
EMERALD:  That’s what I’m saying, Kelly. That no-good, cheatin—
OLIVE:  Shhh! He’s coming.
SHERIFF:  (ENTERS UP CENTER, carrying a bag marked “Taxes.”) Hello, 

Greene sisters. (Nods to each one.) Emerald, Olive, Kelly. What’s 
happening?

OLIVE:  Sweeping.
SHERIFF:  I see that.
KELLY:  It puts food on the table.
SHERIFF:  That it does.
EMERALD:  (Stops sweeping.) Please don’t take our tuppence, Mr. 

Sheriff.
SHERIFF:  It’s my job.
OLIVE:  Harrumph!
SHERIFF:  I don’t like taking taxes. I really don’t.
KELLY:  Then don’t.
SHERIFF:  Prince John makes me. Do you have your weekly tuppence?
EMERALD:  We need it for food!
SHERIFF:  Don’t you work this farm?
OLIVE:  No, we just sweep it. (They sweep at SHERIFF’S feet.)
SHERIFF:  I’m really sorry, but I am going to have to take that tuppence.
KELLY:  Are your parents proud of your work?
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SHERIFF:  No. I tell them I’m going to law school. (Takes their coins 
and EXITS UP CENTER. EMERALD whacks his rear end with her 
broom as he goes.)

ROBIN:  (ENTERS RIGHT with LITTLE JOHN, MUCH MILLER, FRIAR TUCK, 
and OTHER MERRY PERSONS, carrying a bag with a money sign on 
it.) What’s wrong, Greene sisters?

EMERALD:  That wicked Sheriff took our tuppence.
OLIVE:  Our only tuppence!
LITTLE JOHN:  You’re right, Robin. This is getting out of hand.
KELLY:  Wow! Who’s the giant, Robin?
ROBIN:  This is my new friend, Little John.
LITTLE JOHN:  John Little.
ROBIN:  Well, I don’t think you’ll have to worry too much longer. (Hands 

them the bag.)
EMERALD:  A whole bag of money?
MYRTLE:  Hopefully that will hold you over.
ROBIN:  And in the meantime, we’ll figure out how to deal with that 

nasty Prince John. (LIGHTS FADE to BLACK.)
End of Scene Three

Scene Four
LIGHTS UP on the castle. PRINCE JOHN sits on the throne. GAL OF 
GISBOURNE stands at his side. MAID MARIAN and NURSE BETTY sit 
on a bench DOWN LEFT of the throne. GUARDS are at attention STAGE 
RIGHT of throne.
PRINCE JOHN:  I’m bored! Make me not bored.
GAL OF GISBOURNE:  We could rough up some villagers.
GUARD ONE:  Yeah!
PRINCE JOHN:  (Points CENTER.) But the village is so far away.
MAID MARIAN:  We could do something constructive.
GUARD TWO:  Nah, can’t do that!
PRINCE JOHN:  I want to be mean!
NURSE BETTY:  And the little prince always gets his way.
GUARD ONE:  “Little prince.” Hah!
GUARD TWO:  “Little prince.” (Snorts.)
PRINCE JOHN:  I’m not a little prince! I’m the king! I hate it when 

people call me “little prince”! (Kicks legs in a tantrum.)
NURSE BETTY:  Long live King Richard.
PRINCE JOHN:  What did she say?
GUARDS:  Long live King Richard!
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MAID MARIAN:  Nothing, sire. (SHERIFF ENTERS LEFT carrying his 
“Taxes” bag.)

GUARD ONE:  Sheriff Barry…
GUARD TWO:  …of Nottingham, sire!
SHERIFF:  Good day, my liege. I am back from my tax collecting.
PRINCE JOHN:  What’s our haul today, Sheriff?
SHERIFF:  (Looks in the bag.) I got three tuppence, two farthings, and 

a ha’penny.
PRINCE JOHN:  You aren’t being tough enough. (To GAL.) Gal, you will 

go with the sheriff as his enforcer. Teach him to really shake down 
a peasant.

GAL OF GISBOURNE:  You got it, Prince John.
PRINCE JOHN:  And you, Sheriff, need to stop feeling so sorry for 

everyone. You need to do something really heartless and cruel. 
Starting today, you will be in charge of Nottingham’s new… speed 
trap.

MAID MARIAN:  (She and NURSE BETTY gasp.) A speed trap? Surely 
you can’t be serious!

PRINCE JOHN:  I am serious. And don’t call me Shirley!
SHERIFF:  I don’t think I can do something that dastardly.
PRINCE JOHN:  You’d better. Gal will be reporting back to me.
GAL OF GISBOURNE:  Yes, sire.
SHERIFF:  Oh, boy, this is not how I pictured this job at all. (EXITS LEFT 

with GAL OF GISBOURNE.)
PRINCE JOHN:  There. Maybe I’ll finally be happy when everyone else 

is unhappy.
NURSE BETTY:  That Robin Hood will sort them out.
MAID MARIAN:  Robin Hood?
NURSE BETTY:  They say she robs from the rich and gives to the poor.
MAID MARIAN:  Maybe this Robin Hood is what our fair country needs. 

She could be the key to shaking things up.
NURSE BETTY:  Only time will tell, milady. (LIGHTS FADE to BLACK.)

End of Scene Four

Scene Five
LIGHTS UP on Sherwood Forest. ALLEN-A-DALE ENTERS RIGHT followed 
by LAUREL, FERN, and MYRTLE.
ALLEN-A-DALE:  Okay, ladies. If Robin can have her “Merry Persons,” I 

can have my “Bench Wenches.”
LAUREL:  I object to being called a wench.
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FERN:  I am a grog-serving professional, thank you very much.
MYRTLE:  It is a catchy name, though.
LAUREL:  Why do you need Bench Wenches?
ALLEN-A-DALE:  We need a dance team to keep the villagers’ spirits 

up.
LAUREL:  We’ve been known to cut a rug.
ALLEN-A-DALE:  Why don’t you show me?
LAUREL/FERN/MYRTLE:  (Flirt.) Anything for you, Allen. (SOUND 

EFFECT:  DANCE MUSIC. [Note:  Can be either Renaissance or 
modern.] They showcase their dance moves.)

ALLEN-A-DALE:  That wasn’t half bad… or half good. I think you’ll do 
just fine. (MERCHANT and WIFE ENTER LEFT with a shopping cart 
full of goods.)

FERN:  Well, what do we have here?
MYRTLE:  A rich merchant.
LAUREL:  Robin will want to hear about this. (EXITS RIGHT.)
WIFE:  Are you sure this is the way to Rivendell?
MERCHANT:  For the last time, yes. (ROBIN, MERRY PERSONS, and 

LAUREL ENTER RIGHT. ALLEN-A-DALE points to MERCHANT.)
WIFE:  I wish you would just ask someone for directions.
MERCHANT:  I don’t need to ask for directions. I know exactly where 

I’m going.
WIFE:  Whatever.
MERCHANT:  You sound just like your mother.
ROBIN:  Excuse me, did you two need directions?
WIFE:  Yes.
MERCHANT:  No.
LITTLE JOHN:  (Puts his arm around MERCHANT.) Oh, yeah, you’re all 

turned around.
MERCHANT:  I am?
MUCH MILLER:  (Points LEFT.) You’re supposed to be heading that-a-

way.
SCARLET:  (Points RIGHT.) No, that way.
WIFE:  I told you we should have gotten Ye Olde GPS.
ROBIN:  Oh, that would have just gotten you more lost. Here, come 

with me. (Leads MERCHANT and WIFE away from their cart. Points 
out over audience.) See that fork in the road?

MERCHANT:  Yes.
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ALLEN-A-DALE:  I can start my own band.
SCARLET:  I can open a panineria.
GAL OF GISBOURNE:  (Puts arm around shoulder of OLD MAN, who 

crumples.) And I can reconnect with my dad.
MUCH MILLER:  Horse meat panini for everyone!
ALL:  Huzzah!

END OF PLAY
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PRODUCTION NOTES

PROPERTIES ONSTAGE
Throne, two benches, stump. Optional colorful banners, streamers, or 
LED lights for Scene Seven.

PROPERTIES BROUGHT ON
Scene One:

Skateboard (ROBIN)
Scene Two:

Quarter staffs (MUCH MILLER, LITTLE JOHN)
Scene Three:

Brooms, coins (EMERALD, OLIVE, KELLY)
Bag marked “Taxes” (SHERIFF)
Bag marked with a money sign (ROBIN)

Scene Four:
Bag marked “Taxes” (SHERIFF)

Scene Five:
Shopping cart full of goods, including a panini maker (MERCHANT, 

WIFE)
Scene Seven:

Jousting lances, bucket helmets (EMERALD, OLIVE)
Basket full of panini (MUCH MILLER)
Coconut shells (GUARDS)
Bow, Groucho glasses, medieval hooded cloak (ROBIN)
Bows (SCARLET, GAL OF GISBOURNE)
Targets (OLD MAN, GRANNY)
Target, conical hat (KELLY)
Conical hat with arrow going through it, cut-out arrows with sticky 

backs (ONLOOKERS)
Golden Arrow trophy (MAID MARIAN)
Groucho glasses (MERRY PERSONS)

Scene Eight:
Enormous panini (FRIAR TUCK)
Quarter staffs (LITTLE JOHN, SHERIFF, MERRY PERSONS)
Foam swords (GAL OF GISBOURNE, ROBIN)
Rope (MAID MARIAN, NURSE BETTY)

COSTUME SUGGESTIONS
Keeping with the spirit of the play, you might consider adding modern 
touches to these traditional costume suggestions.
ROBIN:  traditional Robin Hood costume, quiver.
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MERRY PERSONS, VILLAGERS:  typical medieval, Renaissance or 
fairytale peasant garb.

FRIAR TUCK:  brown monk’s robe with a rope belt, wig with bald spot 
for “bowl hair cut” and tonsure effect, sandals.

SCARLET:  Medieval, Renaissance, or fairytale dress with red as the 
dominant color.

ALLEN-A-DALE:  maybe leather pants.
MAID MARIAN:  Medieval, Renaissance, or fairytale “lady” costume.
NURSE BETTY:  same as Maid Marian but plainer, apron.
PRINCE JOHN:  gaudy and opulent robe, jeweled medallion or pendant, 

crown.
SHERIFF:  Medieval, Renaissance, or fairytale nobleman clothing, large 

chain around neck, foam sword.
GAL OF GISBOURNE:  Medieval or Renaissance swordsman attire 

modified for a woman (but not armor), foam sword.
GUARDS:  chain-mail-style shirts with tunics, silly “bullet” helmets.
KING RICHARD:  royal robe, crown.

SOUND EFFECTS
Hunting horns, birds tweeting, Renaissance or modern dance music, 
drum cadence, arrows striking targets, trumpet fanfare.

FLEXIBLE CASTING
It would be fun if KING RICHARD could be cast as a guest cameo, 
featuring a principal, coach, teacher, or even local celebrity.

For more male roles, several roles can be switched to male with simple 
name changes:  GRANNY SMITH, EMERALD, OLIVE, KELLY, and GAL OF 
GISBOURNE. (For Greene brothers, consider Kelly, Forest, and Hunter.)

OLD MAN and GRANNY SMITH can double as the MERCHANT and 
WIFE.

ARCHERY CONTEST
The archers do not shoot any arrows. They simply draw their bows and 
release. The ONLOOKERS move their heads from RIGHT to LEFT as if 
following the flight of the arrows.

The targets can be painted foam board or cardboard cut-outs, 
approximately 24-inches in diameter with a cord to hang from the 
necks of the target holders. Sticky-backed cartoon arrows can be held 
by nearby ONLOOKERS on their UPSTAGE side, concealing them until 
needed. When an archer fires, an ONLOOKER quickly slaps the arrow 
onto the target.



We hope you’ve enjoyed    
this script sample. 
We encourage you to read the entire script before making 
your final decision.

You may order a paper preview copy or gain instant 
access to the complete script online through our E-view 
program. We invite you to learn more and create an 
account at www.pioneerdrama.com/E-view.

Thank you for your interest in our plays and musicals. If you’d 
like advice on other plays or musicals to read, our customer 
service representatives are happy to assist you when you call 
800.333.7262 during normal business hours.
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Outside of North America 303.779.4035 
Fax 303.779.4315
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